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Smartphones nowadays are videography power horses. We record our daily lives with

them, benefitting from their convenience and image quality.

Our project aims at scenarios where the user want to record themselves walking

around, or playing with their pets, without the help from his/her friend. Our system is a

combination of an Android App and a rotational hardware. The system enables the

smartphone to rotate along with the moving object, so that the object will be

automatically centered in the frame.

• With our somewhat outdated

Android Phones(released in late

2015), we can achieve usable

tracking speed, running algorithm

with robust accuracy.

• Many open-source libraries like

OpenCV are cross-platform. By

migrating vision-based algorithms

from Desktop to Smartphones, we

can take advantage of the high-

quality Camera, various Sensor

Interfaces ,and the computational

power available on these devices.

Hence, to have more fun and

possibility when implementing our

projects
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• Tracking integrity check:

Run neural network in another thread to check the class of the object in

current ROI and compare it with the original class to verify the

integrity of tracking.

• Detection Failure Policy

If the detection is failed, the program will send the on-touch coordinate

back to the detection algorithm as a feedback and add some weight, then

boot the detection again to find out the object.

• Kinetic Model and Parameter Learning

The latency of the system need to be compensated. By assuming the

motion tending to have: (1) constant velocity, and (2) follows the rule of

conservation of momentum, we can estimate the object motion even

before we have the tracking result.

• Balancing smoothness and tracking response speed

To simulate virtuosity of a human videographer, we need to smooth

the motion vector from the vision-based trackers. However, adding

any smooth filter introduces additional latency. Tuning the Auto-

cameraman system, is all about choosing the filter parameters to achieve

human-like smoothness, while running with reasonable responsive speed.
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Algorithm => Software Control => Hardware

Manual Object Selection -
Touch Interface

User Select Objects of
Interest by drawing
Bounding Boxes with their
fingers

Automatic Object Selection -
Object Detection

Multiple Candidates of
Objects populated by a
Mobile Neural Network

Continuous Tracking -
Vision-based Tracker 

Estimate the moving speed of 
the identified Object

Available Object Tracking 
Algorithms provided by the 
OpenCV Library:

* KCF: Accurate and Fast  in 
General

*  TLD: Robust for Occlusion,     
Slower, more False Positives 
than KCF

*  MOSSE: not Learning 
Based, Very fast, not as 
accurate

Phone Rotation (Pan/Tilt)-
Servo Control

Receive & Decode the Control 
Signal, Power the Servos, and 
Rotate the Smartphone!

Arduino smooth out the raw 
signal with a averaging filter

Servos need:

* Power: 5V DC power from 
4*AA Ni-MH batteries

* Frame:  A panning/tilting 
kit (SPT-200) sponsored by 
the ECE department

* PWM signal: a switching 
signal determines the 
rotating speed of the servos

Signal Generation -
Frequency Modulation

Modulate Direction of the
Motion into Audio Frequency
of 250 - 4000Hz

Modulate Magnitude of the
Motion into Audio Frequency
of 4000 - 8000Hz

Signal Transmission -
Audio Amplification & FFT

Current Signal (~1mw) from
3.5mm Audio Jack ⇒ Voltage
Signal (0 to 5V) to Arduino
Analog Input

Motion Signal Demodulated
by FFT scripts running on
Arduino

Tracking Algorithms implemented on Android Phone. The speed 
of the tracking computation on Phones is on par with that on PCs.
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Algorithm

Control
Frequency spectrum of the simulated motion signal, 
generated by an Arduino microcontroller running FFT scripts.

Tracking Region is around 480*340 pixels (~7.8% of 1080p)
Testing Device: Google Pixel XL (Gen.1, late 2016), Snapdragon 821, 4GB RAM 


